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SUMMER INTERNSHIP REPORT APPAREL PRODUCTION &MANAGEMENT A .. Without their support, it would have
been difficult job to successfully complete the training. . In export houses sampling department is considered as product.

And they will continue to import this low end product during the crisis period. Pearl Prince Apparels Limited
policy is to discourage and not to support the use of child labor. Insufficient government policy about this
sector is a great problem in Garments Company. Growing with Strength as well as value it has achieved the
production capacity of PCS. Working environment, wherein the garments are to be produced, is equally
important to protect human rights and the code of conduct derives the basic objectives of social compliance
issues. OBJECTIVE Objective of the study is to learn about the functioning of export house and working of
various departments particularly production, merchandising and sampling, earning knowledge about different
departments of the company, their function and information flow during work. Unchecked fabric They are
further segregated on the basic of style no. The Wage Board sat in 14 meetings starting from 15 April to 27
July to prepare the draft wage recommendation. The main objective of the cutting dept. Pearl Prince Apparels
Limited ensures that, over time remains within legal limit. Preparing internal order sheets, 6. Pearl Prince
Apparels Limited provides a safe and healthy working environment to prevent occident and injury to health.
The main reason for this phenomenal growth is the almost duty free due to GSP privileges and quota-free
access to this market. The headings are, 1. The cutting of the fabric will be undertaken by automated Straight
Knife Cutting Machine, which has the capability to cut unto layers at a time. Credit must be provided when
the industry fall in need. The industry was successful in exploring the opportunities in markets away from EU
and US. Under this system, exporters were exempted from paying duties and taxes on imports used in export
production at the time of importation, but were required to keep records of raw and 21packaging materials
imported. Kuldeep Singh Sr. Cutting Department d. Fashion Asia has a well equipped maintenance section
with required manpower. Even high exporting countries like China and India recorded sharp decline in export
in last few months. Also there is a provision of Ration shop, from where employees can buy their day to day
living items in subsidized rate. Now merchandiser becomes responsible for the order ,so he sends detailed
order package to all respective sections and departments. Fabric print can be transferred to Marker Making for
perfect matching. Keshav Kumar, Mr. In case of more than 48 hours work Over Time, it is done with the
concern of workers and is paid at premium rate as per local law. Bangladesh exported  The Minimum Wage
Board was a 6 member board headed by Mr. Sampling g. Easily insert size in between current sizes and the
system will automatically divide the grading in half. The fabric via transport trucks comes in various packages
like rolls, book fold etc.


